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ON SEMI-SYMMETRIC METRIC ^-CONNECTIONS

IN A SASAKIAN MANIFOLD

BY KENTARO YANO AND TYUITI IMAI

§ 0. Introduction.

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods [U \ xh} and with the fundamental metric tensor gjit

where and in the sequel the indices h, i,j, ••• run over the range {1, 2, ••• , n}.
A linear connection D with components Γfy of M is said to be semi-symmetric
if its torsion tensor S^^Γfy—Γ^ is of the form Sj^^δ^—δίp^pi being a 1-
form and is said to be metric if it satisfies Dkgμ=ΰ.

The components of a semi-symmetric metric connection in a Riemannian
manifold are given by [3]

{ . z j being the Christoffel symbols formed with gjt and ph=ptg
th One of

present authors [3] proved that : In order that a Riemannian manifold admits
a semi-symmetric metric connection whose curvature tensor vanishes, it is
necessary and sufficient that the Riemannian manifold is conformally flat.

Let M be a Kaehlerian manifold with Hermitian metric gjt and almost
complex structure tensor Fτ

h. A linear connection D with components Γfy of
M is called a complex conformal connection if it satisfies

and
ΓJ<-Γfe=-

for a certain scalar p and a vector field qh.
The components of a complex conformal connection are given by [4]

(0.2)

where Pi=diP, Ph=ptg
th, Qι=—ptFl

t and qh—qtg
th, 3< denoting the partial deri-

vation with respect to x\ One of the present authors [4] proved that: If, in
an n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold (n^4), there exists a scalar function p
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such that the complex conformal connection (0, 2) is of zero curvature, then
the Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.

Let M be a Sasakian manifold with structure tensors ((pf, ξh, ηif g^) [2].
A linear connection D with components Γfy of M is called a contact conformal
connection if it satisfies

and

for a certain scalar p and a vector field uh.
The components of a contact conformal connection are given by [5]

(0.3) Γfc= +(3J-?,£Λ)Λ+^

where ph=ptg
th, Qι=—Ptψit Qh=^Qtgth and p satisfies Piξl=0. One of the present

authors [5] proved that: If, in a (2m+l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold (2m+
1>3), there exists a scalar function p such that the contact conformal connec-
tion (0.3) is of zero curvature, then the contact Bochner curvature tensor of
the manifold vanishes.

On the other hand, the present authors [6] defined a semi-symmetric metric
F-connection in a Kaehlerian manifold as a linear connection D which satisfies

and

for a certain 1-form pt and a vector field qh.
The components of a semi-symmetric metric F-connection are given by [6]

(0.4) ™ ' h

where ph=ptg
tfl, qi=-ptFl

t and Qh=qtg
tfl.

We proved [6] that: If, in an n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold
there exists a scalar function /> such that the semi-symmetric metric F-connec-
tion (0.4) with Pi=dtp is of zero curvature, then the Bochner curvature tensor
of the manifold vanishes.

We also gave another definition of a semi-symmetric metric F-connection
in a Kaehlerian manifold as a linear connection which satisfies

and

Γ^-Γ^δ^
for a certain 1-forms pt and qlt q

h being defined to be qh=qtg
th

The components of a semi-symmetric metric F-connection in this sense are
given by [6]
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(0.5) Γ»

where pt is a 1-form and qi——ptFl

t. We proved [6] that: If, in an n-dimen-
sional Kaehlerian manifold (n^4), there exists a scalar function p such that the
cuvature tensor Rkjί

h of a semi-symmetric metric F-connection (0.5) with pl=dip
is of the form Rlίji

Il=akjFl

fl

f then the Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold
vanishes, and also that; If a Kaehlerian manifold of dimension nΞ>4 admits a
semi-symmetric metric F-connection (0.5) with Pi=dtp in the latter sense such
that the torsion tensor 5yί

Λ satisfies £^5^=0 and the curvature tensor Rkjl

h

is of the form Rkji

h=akjFτ

h, then the manifold is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature.

The main purpose of the present paper is to obtain results similar to those
for semi-symmetric metric F-connections in a Kaehlerian manifold, in the case
of a Sasakian manifold, the Bochner curvature tensor in a Kaehlerian manifold
being replaced by the so-called contact Bochner curvature tensor.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let M be a (2m+l)-dimensional differentiate manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {U : xh] in which there are given a tensor field φl

h

of type (1.1), a vector field ξh and a 1-form ητ satisfying

(1.1) P>iΛ= -3? +V£h , <PihF=0 , W/=0 , ηtξ
l=l ,

where and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, ••• run over the range {1,2, ••• ,
2m+l}. Such a set of φ, ξ and η is called an almost contact manifold. If the
set (φ, ξ, η} satisfies

(1.2) ^Λ+0^i-3*^)fΛ=0,

where Njt

h is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with φS and dj = d/dx\ then the
almost contact structure is said to be normal and the manifold is called a
normal almost contact manifold. If, in an almost contact manifold, there is
given a Riemannian metric gjt such that

(1.3) gts9J

t9iS=gji-^jr]l, η^=gihξh ,

then the almost contact structure is said to be metric and the manifold is called
an almost contact metric manifold. In this case, φji=φj

tgtι is skew-symmetric.
Since ηi—gihζ11, we shall write ηh in stead of ξh in the sequel. If an almost

contact metric manifold satisfies ψji— -ftftfi— 9^), then the almost contact

metric structure is called a contact manifold. A manifold with a normal contact
structure is called a Sasakian manifold.

It is a well known fact that in a Sasakian manifold we have

(1.4) Vrf=<f>ih,
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(1.5)

Pj denoting the operator of covariant differentiation with respect the Levi-
Civita connection. Since we have -Cg3i— P tftJrI7iyJ = <Pji+<Pi}= 0, -C denoting
the Lie derivative with respect to ηh, ηh is a Killing vector.

Now the contact Bochner curvature tensor in a Sasakian manifold is given
by [1], [5]

(1.6) Bkji

tί^Kk

Kkji

h being the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of the manifold, where

(1.7) ^1=-(l/2(m+l))[^1+(L+3)ί>»-(L-l)^J7<], Lh

h=Lktg
th ,

(1.8) M^-Ltft, MS=Mug»,

and consequently

(1 9) M,ΐ

and

(1.10)

Kji being the Ricci tensor of the manifold. The Ljt is symmetric and Mjt is
skew-symmetric. From (1.7) and (1.10), we find

(1.11) L--{#+2(3m+2)}/4(m+l) ,

K being the scalar curvature of the manifold.

§2. Semi-symmetric metric ^-connections.

We consider a linear connection D with torsion in a Sasakian manifold the
components of which are Γfa If D satisfies

(21) Dkgji=Q,

D is called a metric connection. If we put

(2.2) ^

then Ujih are components of a tensor and the torsion tensor of D is given by

(23) Sji

h=Uji

h-UlJ

h.

If the connection D is metric, i. e, (2.1) holds, then from (2.2) we have

klJ=Q, where Ukji=Ukj
tgtτ. From (2.3) and this, we find
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(2.4) tV=-^S,t

fc+S^+S\,), where Sft,,=St/£ίΛ*M

If D satisfies

(2.5) Djφi

h=0, Dtfh=Q,

D is called a ^-connection. In this case, we have, from (2.2) and (2.5),

(2.6) UjtW-Ujfφ^-gjtf+yfa

(2.7) £W=-?>Λ

Assume that the torsion tensor S^Λ of the linear connection D is of the
form

(2.8) s^Λ=(aj-7Λ

Λ)ί<-(af-ϊ<7%-2^<Mft

>

where £* is a 1-form and uh a vector field. We call a semi-symmetric connec-
tion a linear connection whose torsion tensor has the form (2.8).

Now we suppose that a linear connection D is semi-symmetric and metric.
Then substituting (2.8) into (2.4), we find

(2.9) ^^(aj-^^Λ-ί^-^^OίH^/M^^X-^X,

where ph=ptg
th and Ui—gitu\

Next suppose that a linear connection D is skew-symmetric, metric and
moreover is a ^-connection. Then substituting (2.9) into (2.6) and contracting,
we find

(2.10) u^-ptφj-ηi

and substituting (2.9) into (2.7), we find

(2.11) M'=0

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2.1. /n α Sasakian manifold with structure tensors (ψih, η
A semi-symmetric metric φ-connection is given by

(2.12) Γk

where pt is a 1-form satisfying (2.11) and u% is given by (2.10).

If pi in (2.12) is the gradient of a scalar function p, we call the connection
a special semi-symmetric metric ^-connection.

§ 3. Curvature tensor of a semi-symmetric metric ^-connection.

We consider a special semi-symmetric metric ^-connection (2.12) in a Sasa-
kian manifold and compute the curvature tensor Rkji

h of the connection D. By
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a long but straightforward computation, we find

(3.1) **,iΛ=AV-(«-7*?%i+W-^^^

where

(3.2)

(3.3)

and consequently

qji=-Pjtψit , Pjί=qμψi+ηjrf -
If we assume that Rkjί

h=Q, then we have from (3.1)

(3.4) ^iΛ=(«-^*^Λ)ί>i-(ίJ - 7^Λ)ί

+θίkjφi

h+φkjβi

h-(φk

hφji-φj

hφki-2φkjφi

h),

where we have put akJ= — (Pkqj—Pjqk) and βih=2(pίq
h—qip

h). We can write
(3.4) in the covariant form

(3.5) Kkjih=(gkh

+ (Xkjφίh^Γφkjβih-(φkhφji-φj?lφki-2φkjφih))

where βih=2(piqh-phql\

Using the identity Kkjih=Kihk3 and pji=Pij, we find from (3.5)

(3.6)

Using Pji—Pij and qji=—ql3, we can find, from (3.5), £,-;, ^<, αΛ j and βih

as follows.

(3.7) Pji=-L3ί, q^-Mjt,

(3.8) α^=2M

(3.9) β*=2M

Lji and Mjt being given by (1.7) and (1.9) respectively.
Substituting (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) into (3.4), we find Bkji

h=0. Thus we have
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THEOREM 3.1. //, in a (2m-\-Y)-dimensional Sasakian manifold (m^2), there
exists a scalar function p such that the special semi-symmetric metric φ-connection
(2.12) with Pi=dip is of zero curvature, then the contact Bochner curvature tensor
of the manifold vanishes.

§ 4. Another definition of semi-symmetry.

In § 3, we assumed that the torsion tensor of a linear connection D is of
the form (2.8) and called it a semi-symmetric connection.

In this section, we assume that the torsion tensor of a linear connection D
is of the form

(4.1) V=W-^^Λ)ίi-(Φ-^7ft)^+^/^-^X-2^<MΛ

>

where pt and u% are 1-forms and uh—utg
th and call a semi-symmetric connection

a linear connection whose torsion tensor has the form (4.1).
Now we suppose that a linear connection D is semi-symmetric in this sense

and metric. Then substituting (4.1) into (2.4), we find

(4.2) ^i*=(3?-7^ft)ii-(fti-^7i)ifc+^fcMi-^M\

where ph=ptg
th and uh=utg*\

Next suppose that a linear connection D is semi-symmetric in the sense of
this section, metric and moreover is a ^-connection. Then substituting (4.2)
into (2.6) and contracting, we find (2.10) and substituting (4.2) into (2.7) we find
(2.11). Thus we have

PROPOSITION 4.1. In a Sasakian manifold with structure tensors (φf, η^ gjt\
a semi -symmetric, in the sense of this section, metric φ-connection is given by

(4.3) nt

where pt is a I- form satis fing (2.11) and ul is given by (2.10).

If pi in (4.3) is the gradient of a scalar function p, we call the connection
a special semi-symmetric metric ^-connection.

We consider a special semi-symmetric metric ^-connection (4.3) in the above
sense in a Sasakian manifold and compute the curvature tensor Rkji

h of the
connection.

Then by a straightforward computation similar to that done in the previous
section, we find

(4.4) Λ*jiΛ=/r*jtft-(3!-?*V^

where £,-, and q τ are respectively given by (3.2) and (3.3).
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If we assume that the curvature tensor Rkji

h of a special semi-symmetric
metric ^-connection in the sense of the present section is of the form Rkjί

h=
akjψιh for a certain skew-symmetric tensor akj, then we have, from (4.4),

#*jiM«-7*?%i-(3ί-7y?^

where βi

h=2(plq
h—qlp

h\ from which, eliminating pjit qjif akj and βf, we find
that the contact Bochner curvature tensor vanishes. Thus we have.

THEOREM 4.2. //, in a (2m+V)-dimensιonal Sasakian manifold (ra^2), there
exists a scalar function p such that the curvature tensor Rkji

h of a semi-symmetric
metric φ-connection (4.3) with pi=dip in the sense of the present section is of the
form R k j i f l = < X k j 9 i f t , then the contact Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold
vanishes.

We now assume that a special semi-symmetric ^-connection (4.3) in the
sense of the present section satisfies.

(4.5) 0*V=?*(^i--#M,).

Substituting (4.1) and (4.3) into (4.5), and taking account of Dkgjί=0 and
of Dkφjh=Q, we find

froαi which, contracting with respect to h and j, we find Dkpi=i^kulf that is,

(4.6) I7kP^-pkP^JrUkul+ptp
t(gkί-ηkηi}=0.

Thus, from (°.2) and (3.3), we find

(4.7) Pj^=--2-PtPt(gj^-ηj'η^) ,

(48) q3i=-^-PtP'φSi

respsctively. From (q.7), (4.7) and (4.5), we have

(4.9) iyi

(4.10)

Now if we assume that the curvature tensor Rkjί1 of the connection is of
the form Rkjih=akj<Pih, then we have Bkjί

h=Q. Thus, substituting (4.9) and (4.10)
into Bkji

h=Q, we have
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(4.11) /f»ίi»=

Thus we have

THEOREM 4.3. // a (2m+ΐ)-dimensιonal Sasakian manifold (mΞ>2) admits a
special semi-symmetric metric φ-connection D with Pi=dip in the sense of the

present section such that the torsion tensor Sjf satisfies DkSJi

h='ηk(δ1]iut—dί:Uj),

u% being given by (2.10) and the curvature tensor Rkji
h is of the form Rkjί

h=

akj<f>ih for a certain skew -symmetric tensor akj, then the manifold is of curvature

of the form (4.11).
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